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Hi! I’m SPUTNIK-1
I brought the space age
The World Space Week is observed during October 4-10. First and 
foremost, October 4, 1957 is when I was born. By the way, October 
10, 1967 is the day on which the UN Outer Space Treaty was signed.

Geotextile
What is it?
A geotextile is a strong synthetic fabric usually used in civil 
engineering construction projects (such as highway or dam 
building) that stabilizes loose soil and prevents erosion. 
It is any permeable textile material used to increase soil 
stability, provide erosion control or aid in drainage.

Managing Stress
The ayurvedic approach
Is stress taking a bigger role in your life than you would like it to? 
Modern world with all the amenities of life has brought with it a lot of 
stressors like - hectic morning traffic, irritating bosses, argumentative 
employees, deadlines, ungodly work hours, uncompromising life 
partner and countless others.

Saffron
A costly spice
Saffron is a spice derived from the flower of 
Crocus sativus plant commonly known as the 
saffron crocus. It is used mainly as a seasoning 
and colouring agent in food. Saffron, among the 
world’s most costly spices by weight for long, was probably first 
cultivated in or near Greece.
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Sesame Oil
The oldest cropped oil
Sesame seed is considered to be the 
oldest oilseed crop known to human-
ity. The genus has many species, and 
most are wild. Most wild species of 
the genus Sesamum are native to 
sub-Saharan Africa. Sesame indi-
cum, the cultivated type, originated 
in India.
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Prestige
Prestige is a state of mind which makes one feel unique among, superior to 

or different from others around. Prestige controls the activities of a person. It 
is not uncommon to hear people telling: I cannot yield because it is a question 
of my prestige, or I think he won’t do anything that will badly affect his prestige.

“In spite of absolute thinning an elephant will not be tied in a cattle-shed”, 
is a popular saying that points to the feeling of prestige. This adage indicates 
that one does not do anything that badly affects prestige.

Prestige can be a feeling of righteousness, a feeling of ethics, a feeling of 
greatness, a feeling of commanding others’ respect, or a combination of some 
or all of them. It is a feeling one keeps for oneself. It need not be approved 
by others, in which case it is termed as false prestige. A feeling of prestige 
may prevent one from doing beneficial and essential activities. Also one may 
be forced to do things beyond one’s capacity owing to the feeling of pres-
tige. False prestige can land one in utter difficulties and miseries. One may 
be forced to spend money much in excess of one’s capacity leading to many 
difficulties in life. One may even overdo things thanks to prestige. 

In conducting several social functions like marriages, birthday celebra-
tions, offerings and rituals in temples, etc. we can notice the reflection and 
influence of feeling of prestige. In the case of such showy functions, a person 
feels himself of having a position in the society, and is forced to spend lavishly, 
many a time beyond his capacity to keep prestige. It is not uncommon to see 
reports in the media, of people doing bad deeds in the name of prestige.

It seems prestige is directly related to one’s financial status. It is natural that 
wealthy people consider themselves superior to many in the society. Many 
people agree to this for various reasons. When people around say and do 

things in appreciation of a wealthy man, he assumes prestige 
that reflects in his doing certain activities. 

Prestige can also make people do good things. People with 
good respect and command in society generally do things  
beneficial to the society to keep their position and may be to 
get it elevated. 
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Nature Line

Sesame Oil
 The Oldest Cropped Oil

Triangular Numbers
Pascal Triangle

Sesame (Sesamum indicum) is a flowering plant in the genus Sesamum, 
also called benne. Sesame seed is considered to be the oldest oilseed crop 
known to humanity. The genus has many species, and most are wild. Most 
wild species of the genus Sesamum are native to sub-Saharan Africa. Sesame 
indicum, the cultivated type, originated in India. It is widely naturalized 
in tropical regions around the world and is cultivated for its edible seeds 
contained in pods or buns.

The word sesame is derived from the Latin word sesamum, the 
Greek word sēsamon and the Arabic word semsem with the generalized  
meaning oil, liquid fat. 

Historically, sesame was cultivated more than 5000 years ago as a 
drought-tolerant crop and was able to grow where other crops failed. Ses-
ame seeds were one of the first crops processed for oil as well as one of the 
earliest condiments. Sesame was cultivated in India during the Indus valley 
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civilization and was the main oil crop. It was probably exported to Mesopo-
tamia around 2500 BC.

Charred remains of sesame recovered from archaeological excavations 
have been dated to 3500-3050 BC. Fuller claims trading of sesame between 
Mesopotamia and the Indian sub-continent occurred by 2000 BC. Some 
reports claim sesame was cultivated in Egypt during the Ptolemiac period.

Records from Babylon and Assyria, dating about 4000 years ago, men-
tion sesame. Egyptians called it sesemt, and it is included in the list of me-
dicinal drugs in the scrolls of the Ebers Papyrus dated to be over 3600 years 
old. Archaeological reports from Turkey indicate that sesame was grown 
and pressed to extract oil at least 2750 years ago in the empire of Urartu.

The historic origin of sesame was favored by its ability to grow in areas 
that do not support the growth of other crops. It is also a robust crop that 
needs little farming support—it grows in drought conditions, in high heat, 
with residual moisture in soil after monsoons are gone or even when rains 
fail or when rains are excessive. It was a crop that could be grown by subsis-
tence farmers at the edge of deserts, where no other crops grow. Sesame has 
been called a survivor crop.

Sesame is an annual plant growing 50 to 100cm tall, with opposite 
leaves 4 to 14cm long with an entire margin; they are broad lanceolate, to 
5cm broad, at the base of the plant, narrowing to just 1cm  broad on the 
flowering stem. The flowers are yellow, tubular, 3 to 5cm with a four-lobed 
mouth. The flowers may vary in colour of white, blue, or purple. 

Sesame seeds are protected by a capsule, normally pubescent, rect-
angular in section, and typically grooved with a short, triangular beak. 
The length of the fruit capsule varies from 2 to 8cm, its width varies be-
tween 0.5 and 2cm, and the number of loculi varies from 4 to 12. The 
fruit naturally splits open to release the seeds by splitting along the sep-
ta from top to bottom or by means of two apical pores, depending on 
the varietal cultivar.  The capsule bursts (dehiscences) only when the seeds 
are completely ripe. The dehiscence time tends to vary, so farmers cut 
plants by hand and place them together in an upright position to con-
tinue ripening until all the capsules have opened. The discovery of an in-
dehiscent mutant (analogous to nonshattering domestic grains) by Lang-
ham in 1943 began the work towards development of a high-yielding,  
dehiscence-resistant variety. 
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Sesame seeds are small. Their size, form, and colours vary with the thou-
sands of varieties now known. Typically, the seeds are of size about 4x2x-
1mm. The seeds are ovate, slightly flattened, and somewhat thinner at the 
eye of the seed (hilum) than at the opposite end. The weight of the seeds 
is between 20 and 40mg. The seed coat (testa) may be smooth or ribbed.

Sesame seeds occur in many colours depending on the cultivar. The 
most traded variety of sesame is off-white coloured. Other common co-
lours are buff, tan, gold, brown, reddish, gray, and black. The colour is the 
same for the hull and the fruit.

Sesame seeds are primarily produced in developing countries, a factor 
that has played a role in limiting the creation of large-scale, fully automated 
oil extraction and processing techniques. Sesame oil can be extracted by a 
number of methods, depending on the materials and equipment available.

In developing countries, sesame oil is often extracted with less-expen-
sive and manually intensive techniques such as hot water flotation, bridge 
presses, ram presses, the ghani process, or by using a small-scale expeller. In 
developed countries sesame oil is often extracted using an expeller press, 
larger-scale oil extraction machines, or by pressing followed by chemical 
solvent extraction.

Sesame oil can also be extracted under low-temperature conditions us-
ing an expeller press in a process called cold pressing. This extraction meth-
od is popular among raw food adherents because it avoids exposing the oil 
to chemical solvents or high temperatures during extraction.

While some manufacturers will further refine sesame oil through solvent 
extraction, neutralization and bleaching in order to improve its cosmetic as-
pects, sesame oil derived from quality seeds already possesses a pleasant taste 
and does not require further purification before it can be consumed. Many 
consumers prefer unrefined sesame oil due to their belief that the refining 
process removes important nutrients. 

Sesame oil may benefit from refrigeration and limited exposure to light 
and high temperatures during extraction, processing and storage in order 
to minimize nutrient loss through oxidation and rancidity. Storage in am-
ber-colored bottles can help minimize light exposure. Flavour, which was 
traditionally an important attribute was best in oils produced from mild 
crushing.

Sesame seeds, despite their tiny size, are a valuable cash crop.  
Prices have ranged between US$800 and 1700 per metric ton  
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Food Line

between 2008 and 2010. Sesame has one of the highest oil contents of any 
seed. With a rich, nutty flavor, it is a common ingredient in cuisines across 
the world. Countries producing major part of sesame in the world are Tan-
zania, India, Sudan, China, Myanmar and Nigeria. The world production 
in 2014 was 6,235,530 tonnes. Many other countries also produce sesame 
on a smaller scale. The white and other lighter-coloured sesame seeds are 
common in Europe, the Americas, West Asia, and the Indian subconti-
nent. The black and darker-coloured sesame seeds are mostly produced in 
China and Southeast Asia.

Japan is the world's largest sesame importer. Sesame oil, particularly 
from roasted seed, is an important component of Japanese cooking. China 
is the second-largest importer of sesame, mostly oil-grade. China exports 
lower-priced food-grade sesame seeds, particularly to southeast Asia. Other 
major importers are the United States, Canada, the Netherlands, Turkey, 
and France.

The market for sesame oil is mainly located in Asia and the Middle East 
where the use of domestically produced sesame oil has been a tradition for 
centuries. However, production continues to be limited even today due to the  
inefficient manual harvesting  process required to extract the oil.

Sesame oil is an edible vegetable oil derived from sesame seeds. Besides 
being used as a cooking oil in South India, it is used as a flavour enhancer in 
Middle Eastern, African, and Southeast Asian cuisines. It has a distinctive 
nutty aroma and taste.

Sesame seeds are a rich source of oil. Sesame oil is a polyunsaturated 
(PUFA) semi-drying oil. Commercial sesame oil varies in colour from light 
to deep reddish yellow depending on the colour of the seed processed and 
the method of milling. Provided the oil is milled from well-cleaned seed, it 
can be refined and bleached easily to yield a light-coloured limpid oil. 

Uses of  Sesame Oil
As Food and Medicine
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There are many variations in the colour of sesame oil: cold-pressed ses-
ame oil is pale yellow, while Indian sesame oil (locally called gingelly or 
til oil) is golden, and East Asian sesame oils are commonly dark brown. 
This dark colour and flavour are derived from roasted/toasted sesame seeds. 
Cold pressed sesame oil has a different flavour than the toasted oil, since it is  
produced directly from raw, rather than toasted, seeds.

It is obligatory to add sesame oil (5-10%) to margarine and generally 
to hydrogenated vegetable fats which are commonly used as additives for 
butter or ghee.
Use in Cuisine

Sesame seed is a common ingredient in various cuisines. It is used whole 
in cooking for its rich, nutty flavour. Sesame seeds are sometimes added to 
breads, including bagels and the tops of hamburger buns. Sesame seeds 
may be baked into crackers, often in the form of sticks. In Sicily and France, 
the seeds are eaten on bread. In Greece, the seeds are also used in cakes. 
Similar cuisines are found in Laos, Vietnam, Thailand, and East Asia.

In South Asia, Middle East, and East Asian cuisines, popular  
confectionery are made from sesame mixed with honey or syrup and  
roasted into a sesame candy. 

In many parts of Asia, toasted sesame oil is added to flavor soups and 
other hot dishes, usually just before serving, to avoid dissipating the volatile 
scents too rapidly.

Unroasted (but not necessarily cold pressed) sesame oil is commonly 
used for cooking in South India, the Middle East, halal markets and East 
Asian countries. 

Sometimes sold with its seed coat removed (decorticated), this variety is 
often present on top of baked goods in many countries. 

Sesame oil is most popular in Asia, especially in Korea, China, and 
the South Indian states of Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and Tamil 
Nadu, where its widespread use is similar to that of olive oil in the Mediter-
ranean. East Asian cuisines often use roasted sesame oil for seasoning. The 
Chinese use sesame oil in the preparation of meals. In Japan, rāyu, is a paste 
made of chili-sesame oil seasoning - and used as a spicy topping on various 
foods - or mixed with vinegar and soy sauce - and used as a dip. In South 
India - before the advent of modern refined oils produced on a large scale, 
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sesame oil was used traditionally for curries and gravies. It continues to be 
used, particularly in Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh, mixed with foods 
that are hot and spicy as it neutralizes the heat. It is often mixed in with a 
special spice powder that accompanies idli, dosa as well as rice mixed with 
powdered spices.

Sesame seeds and oil are used extensively in India. In most parts of the 
country, sesame seeds mixed with heated jaggery, sugar, or palm sugar is 
made into balls and bars similar to peanut brittle or nut clusters and eaten as 
snacks. In Manipur, black sesame is used in the preparation of Chikki and 
cold pressed oil. In Assam, black sesame seeds are used to make til pitha and 
tilor laru (sesame seed balls) during bihu. Til-patti is a delicacy from Rajas-
than  made from sesame seeds heavily loaded to sugar syrup: The mix is cast 
into a very thin, semitranslucent disk. In Punjab and Tamil Nadu, a sweet 
ball called pinni in Urdu and ell urundai in Tamil, ellunda in Malayalam, 
yellunde/Chigali, (sesame ball, usually in jaggery), is made of its seeds mixed 
with sugar. It is eaten in various forms during the festival of Makar Sankran-
ti. Til-patti – a delicacy from Rajasthan is made from sesame seeds heavily 
loaded to sugar syrup: The mix is cast into a very thin, semitranslucent disk. 
Also in Tamil Nadu, sesame oil used extensively in their cuisine, milagai 
podi, a ground powder made of sesame and dry chili is used to enhance 
flavor, and is consumed along with other traditional foods such as idli. In 
Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh, sesame oil is used as a preservative, as well 
as to temper the heat of their spicy foods, pickles, and condiments.

In Japan, whole seeds are found in many salads and baked snacks, and 
tan and black sesame seed varieties are roasted and used to make the fla-
vouring gomashio. In Japanese cuisine goma-dofu is made from sesame paste 
and starch. East Asian cuisines, like Chinese cuisine, use sesame seeds and 
oil in some dishes. Sesame flavour (through oil and roasted or raw seeds) 
is also very popular in Korean cuisine, used to marinate meat and vege-
tables. Chefs in tempura restaurants blend sesame and cottonseed oil for  
deep-frying.

Sesame is a popular and essential ingredient in many Middle Eastern 
cuisines. Sesame seeds are made into a paste called tahini (used in various 
ways) and the Middle Eastern confection halvah. Ground and processed, 
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the seed is also used in sweet confections. Sesame is also a common com-
ponent of the Levantine spice mixture za'atar, popular all throughout the 
Middle East.

In Sicilian cuisine, Italian sesame seed cookies known as giuggiuleni or 
giuggiulena usually refers to a cookie, often made as a Christmas food. 

Sesame is commonly used in African cuisine. In Togo, the seeds are a 
main soup ingredient and in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and in 
the north of Angola, wangila is a dish of ground sesame, often served with 
smoked fish or lobster.

Mexican cuisine refers to sesame seeds as ajonjolí. It is mainly used as a 
sauce additive, such as mole or adobo. It is often also used to sprinkle over 
artisan breads and baked in traditional form to coat the smooth dough, es-
pecially on whole-wheat flatbreads or artisan nutrition bars, such as alegrías. 
Mexico is a market as well for sesame seeds. As per reports, about 75% of 
Mexico's sesame crop is purchased by McDonald's for use in their sesame 
seed buns worldwide.

Sesame seed cookies and wafers, both sweet and savory, are pop-
ular in places such as Charleston, South Carolina. Sesame seeds, be-
lieved to have been brought into 17th century colonial America by West  
African slaves have become part of various American cuisines.

In Caribbean cuisine, sugar and white sesame seeds are combined into a 
bar resembling peanut brittle and sold in stores and street corners.

Sesame oil is sometimes used as a cooking oil in different parts of the 
world, though different forms have different characteristics for high-tem-
perature frying. The "toasted" form of the oil (as distinguished from the 
"cold-pressed" form) has a distinctive pleasant aroma and taste, and is used 
as table condiment in some regions, especially in East. 

Light sesame oil has a high smoke point and is suitable for deep-frying, 
while dark sesame oil (from roasted sesame seeds) has a slightly lower smoke 
point and is unsuitable for deep-frying. Instead it can be used for the stir 
frying of meats or vegetables, sautéing, or for the making of an omelette.

Despite sesame oil's high proportion (41%) of polyunsaturated (Ome-
ga-6) fatty acids, it is least prone, among cooking oils with high smoke 
points, to turn rancid when kept in the open. This is due to the natural 
antioxidants, such as sesamol, present in the oil.
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The by-product that remains after oil extraction from sesame seeds, also 
called sesame oil meal, is rich in protein (35-50%) and is used as feed for 
poultry and livestock. 

About 65 percent of the annual US sesame crop is processed into oil 
and 35 percent is used in food. 
Nutrient for Health 

The oil from the nutrient-rich seed is popular in alternative medicine, 
from traditional massages and treatments to the modern day. 

In Ayurvedic medicine, sesame oil (til tél) is used for massaging as it is 
believed to rid the body of heat due to its viscous nature upon rubbing.

Sesame seeds contain the lignans sesamolin, sesamin, pinoresinol and la-
riciresinol. A meta-analysis showed that sesame consumption effected small 
reductions in both systolic and diastolic blood pressure. Sesame oil studies 
reported a reduction of oxidative stress markers and lipid peroxidation.

Sesame oil is rich in oleic and linoleic acids, which together account for 
85% of its total fatty acids containing linoleic acid (41% of total), oleic acid 
(39%), palmitic acid (8%), stearic acid (5%) and others in small amounts. 
Sesame oil is sold in many forms: Cold-pressed sesame oil is available in 
Western health shops.

The major essential nutrient having significant content in sesame oil 
is vitamin K, providing 17% of the Daily Value per 100 grams (ml) con-
sumed supplying 884 calories. For fats, sesame oil is approximately equal 
in monounsaturated (oleic acid) and polyunsaturated (linoleic acid) fats, 
totaling together 80-85% of the fat content. The remaining oil content is 
primarily the saturated fat, palmitic acid (about 9% of total).

The seed contains substantial proportions of carbohydrates, dietary fi-
bre, poly-unsaturated fats, monosaturated fats, saturated fats, and smaller 
proportions of vitamins A, B1, B2, B3, B6, B9, C and E, and minerals 
calcium, potassium, phosphorus, iron, magnesium, sodium and zinc.

Like some other nuts and foods, sesame may trigger allergic  reactions 
in some people.
Industrial uses

In industry, sesame oil is be used as a solvent in injected drugs or intra-
venous drip solutions, a cosmetics carrier oil, coating for stored grains to 
prevent weevil attacks. The oil also has synergy with some insecticides. Low 
grade oil is used locally in soaps, paints, lubricants, and illuminants.

[CGS]
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I’m deeply touched; you ha-
ven’t forgotten me. Come Oc-
tober, you celebrate my birth-
day every year, after a resolution 
passed on December 6, 1999 
by the United Nations Gener-
al Assembly. The World Space 
Week is observed during Octo-
ber 4 –10. First and foremost,  
October 4, 1957 is when I was 
born. By the way, October 10, 
1967 is the day on which the UN 
Outer Space Treaty was signed. 
But then, without me, what Outer Space Treaty!

Soon after my birth, I announced my existence by sending radio 
signals from my transmitters, which even amateur radio operators 
on the earth could pick up – the first ever sent from an artificial 
satellite. Until then, the earth had only one natural satellite, namely, 
the moon. After me, the earth got countless artificial satellites, and 
for convenience, you dropped the adjective ‘artificial ’. And, my sib-
lings are known merely as satellites. My birth 60 years ago ushered 
in the Space Age – or was it really a Space Race? Anyway, space took 
a front seat in the Cold War between the Soviet Union and the 
USA. It was an absolute revolution that I flagged off on that day; it 
has no parallel in history! I injected a new energy in the prevailing 
political, military, technological and scientific scene. I bet you can’t 

Hi !  I’m SPUTNIK - 1
I Brought the Space Age

Space Line
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live a single day now without space technology helping you one way 
or another!

My parents were from the one-time Soviet Union– but alas! I can’t 
find it on a map now. I was delivered from what is now the Baikonur 
Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan. Compared to current standards of 
technology, I was dismally primitive, no doubt. Yet 60 years ago 
then, I sent shockwaves across the world, particularly to the USA, our 
arch rival during the Cold War days. My birth created a dent in the 
self-perceived technological superiority of the Americans. There was 
neck-to-neck competition between us in every conceivable field of  
activity – space was no exception. 

I’m not unaware that my parents actually had in mind a much 
more impressive baby than me – weighing over 1,000 kg packing 
into it 200 kg of scientific instruments! Certain pragmatic consider-
ations led them to settle for a humbler one like me. The Americans 
had already a missile program and a fledgling space program. In 
fact, on September 20, 1956, the US Army launched an intermedi-
ate range ballistic missile using a modified Redstone rocket with its 
dummy fourth stage filled with sand faking as a payload. The missile 
scaled an unprecedented altitude of 1,100 km; the dummy payload 
covered a horizontal distance (downrange) of about 5,400 km from 
the launch site before burning up in the earth’s atmosphere. This 
missile could be a fearsome weapon! This event was played down 
by the American authorities for security reasons. Yet the news about 
this launch soon leaked out to the press. My parents got reports that 
the Americans were quite close to launching a satellite any day. This 
panic accelerated my birth – and with that, the course of the Space 
Age!

Not willing to be outdone by the Americans, my parents cut 
corners and the result was me – a puny polished metallic sphere 58 
cm in diameter and weighing 83 kg. Inside me there were batteries, 
radio transmitters, and a pressure-activated switch that could tell  
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controllers on the earth if I was punctured by a micrometeoroid. 
There were four thin rods protruding from my body serving as radio 
antennas. Had my parents not made such a drastic compromise in my  
vital statistics, they might have been beaten in the space race by the 
USA. And, they were right! For, just four months later on January 
31, 1958, the Americans successfully delivered the Explorer 1 sat-
ellite – I can’t help a smile of superiority here – that weighed a mere 
14 kg, much smaller than the tiny me. There is an inexplicable 
beauty in being the first, as my parents had correctly understood. 
Both the Soviet Union and the USA were struggling hard to launch 
satellites into earth orbit during the International Geophysical Year 
(IGY) running from July 1, 1957 to December 31, 1958. Curiously 
–perhaps a little ironically, too – the IGY was intended to bring in 
a new period of co-operation between the Soviet Union, the United 
States, and other nations. 

In Russian, I was named “Prosteyshiy Sputnik-1” that translates 
to English as “Elementary Satellite-1". Travelling at a speed of 
29,000 km/hour, I took 96 minutes to complete each orbit around 
the earth and I completed 1440 orbits. In every orbit, I came as 
close to the earth as 215 km (perigee) and went as far away as 939 
km (apogee). And, my orbit was inclined from the equator by an 
angle of 65 degrees. My radio transmitters kept sending signals at 
frequencies of 20.005 MHz and 40.002 MHz all through my 21-
day life until my batteries ran out of charge. During my life, I trav-
elled 70 million km in all before inevitably re-entering the earth’s 
atmosphere on January 4, 1958. What awaited me was the ultimate 
fate of any satellite under the circumstance – burn up by the heat 
generated by friction with the atmosphere at extreme speeds.

True, I did not contain any scientific equipment; yet, scientists 
obtained valuable information on the density of the upper regions 
of our atmosphere by observing the decay of my orbit by regularly 
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tracking my course. Besides, observation of the propagation of my  
radio signals provided scientists information about the ionosphere – 
a vertically extending, electrically charged region in our atmosphere. 
Most importantly, from a strategic point of view, I prompted people to  
recognize the advantage of satellite surveillance. It was simple logic 
– if I could fly over the US, an American satellite could fly over So-
viet Union, too. Though I did not contain any surveillance equip-
ment, many of my successors from various nations did!  

Truth to tell, I drove the Americans to allot increased funding for 
science education and revision of curriculum at all levels through 
the National Defense Education Act in 1958. Already there was 
a disturbing feeling during the World War II that there weren't 
enough people with scientific and technical skills in the USA. In 
short I gave the Americans a wake-up call; a veritable shot in the 
arm. Why, John F Kennedy even used me to add strength to his 
Presidential election campaign!

I’m not without my share of sense of humor that emboldens me 
to narrate a story attributed to the well-known American comedian, 
Bob Hope (1903 – 2003). When the news of my birth hit headlines 
across the world, the American Press asked him, “Whaddya think 
of Sputnik, Bob?” Pat came his reply, “Well, their German scien-
tists are better than our German scientists!” The allusion here is 
to the belief that at the end of World War II, the Soviet Union and 
the USA had partitioned between the two of them the stock of the 
formidable German V-1 & V-2 rockets, and also some of the Ger-
man scientists and engineers!

I was your giant leap once. And, you’ve come a long way since ! 
Congratulations & Good Luck.

Yours, 
Sputnik - 1

[PR]
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A geotextile is a strong synthetic fabric usually used in civil  
engineering construction projects (such as highway or dam build-
ing) that stabilizes loose soil and prevents erosion. It is any perme-
able textile material used to increase soil stability, provide erosion 
control or aid in drainage. More simply put, if it is made of fabric 
and buried in the ground for strengthening soil, it is a geotextile!

A broader definition of geotextile is that it is a permeable fabric 
which, when used in association with soil, has the ability to sepa-
rate, filter, reinforce, protect, or drain objects. Typically made from 
polypropylene or polyester, geotextile fabrics come in three basic 
forms: woven (resembling mail bag sacking), needle punched (re-
sembling felt), or heat bonded (resembling ironed felt).

Road fabric is a permeable woven geotextile that allows wa-
ter on the surface to flow through the gravel to the soil be-
neath, but is strong enough to reduce rutting and restrict  
subgrade soil particles from working up into the gravel surface 
(pumping).

Geotextiles are porous fabric manufactured from synthetic 
material such as polypropylene, polyester, polyethylene, nylon,  
polyvinyl chloride and various mixtures of these.

They are available in thicknesses ranging from 10 to 300 mils  
(1 mil = 1/1000 inch) in widths upto 30 ft, in roll lengths upto 2000 ft. 
The permeability of geotextile sheets is comparable in range from 
coarse gravel to fine sand. They are either woven from continu-
ous monofilament fibres or non-woven made by the use of ther-
mal or chemical bonding of continuous fibres and pressed through  
rollers into a relatively thin fabric. These fabrics are sufficiently 
strong and durable even in hostile soil environment. They possess a  
pH resistance of 3 to 11.

Geotextile composites have been introduced and products such 
as geogrids and meshes have been developed. Geotextiles are able to 
withstand many forces, stresses and strains, are durable and are able 

Geotextile
What is it?

Tech Line
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to soften a fall if someone falls down. Overall, these materials are re-
ferred to as geosynthetics and each configuration - geonets, geosyn-
thetic clay liners, geogrids, geotextile tubes, and others - can yield 
benefits in geotechnical and environmental engineering design.

Geotextiles were originally intended to be an alternative to 
granular soil filters. The original term for geotextiles is filter fab-
rics. Work originally began in the 1950s with R.J. Barrett using 
geotextiles behind precast concrete seawalls, under precast con-
crete erosion control blocks, beneath large stone riprap, and in 
other erosion control situations. He used different styles of woven 
monofilament fabrics, all characterized by a relatively high percent-
age of open area (varying from 6 to 30%). He discussed the need 
for both adequate permeability and soil retention, along with ad-
equate fabric strength and proper elongation and set the tone for  
geotextile use in filtration situations.
Uses

Geotextiles and related products have many applications and 
currently support many civil engineering applications including 
construction of roads, airfields, railroads, embankments, retaining 
structures, reservoirs, canals, dams, bank protection, coastal engi-
neering and construction site silt fences or geotube. Usually geotex-
tiles are placed at the tension surface to strengthen the soil. Geotex-
tiles are also used for sand dune armoring to protect upland coastal 
property from storm surge, wave action and flooding. A large sand-
filled container (SFC) within the dune system prevents storm ero-
sion from proceeding beyond the SFC. Using a sloped unit rather 
than a single tube eliminates damaging scour.

Use of geotextile of sloped, stepped shapes in mitigating shore-
line erosion damage from storms is found to be very effective. Ge-
otextile sand-filled units provide a "soft" armoring solution for 
upland property protection. Geotextiles are used as matting to  
stabilize flow in stream channels and swales.

Geotextiles can improve soil strength at a lower cost than con-
ventional soil nailing.  In addition, geotextiles allow planting on 
steep slopes, further securing the slope.

Geotextiles have been used to protect the fossil hominid footprints 
of Laetoli in Tanzania from erosion, rain, and tree roots.

In building demolition, geotextile fabrics in combination with 
steel wire fencing can contain explosive debris.
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Coir-made geotextiles are popular for erosion control, slope sta-
bilization and bioengineering, due to the fabric's substantial me-
chanical strength. Coir geotextiles last approximately 3 to 5 years 
depending on the fabric weight. The product degrades into humus, 
enriching the soil.

The use of geotextiles in geotechnical engineering has been 
growing in popularity for the last many years. They are used as soil 
separators, used in filtration and drainage, used as a reinforcement 
material to increase the stability of earth mass, used for the control 
of erosion, etc. 

A properly graded sand filter prevents the erosion of soil 
in contact with it due to seepage forces. To prevent the move-
ment of erodible soils into or through filters, the pore spac-
es between the filter particles should be small enough to hold 
some of the protected materials in place. If the filter materi-
al is not properly designed, smaller particles from the protected 
area move into the pores of the filter material and may prevent  
proper functioning of drainage. As an alternative, geotextile can 
be used as a filter material in place of filter soil. The other uses of 
geotextiles as separator are:
1) Separation of natural soil subgrade from the stone aggregates 

used as pavement of roads, etc.
2) As a water proofing agent to prevent cracks in existing asphalt 

pavements.
Geotextiles with good tensile strength can contribute to the load 

carrying capacity of soil which is poor in tension and good in com-
pression.

Geotextiles placed between a natural subgrade below and stone 
aggregates above in unpaved roads, serve not only as separators but 
also increase the bearing capacity of the subgrade to take heavier 
traffic loads. Here, geotextiles functions as reinforcers.

Another major way in which geotextiles can be used as rein-
forcement is in the construction of fabric-reinforced retaining walls 
and embankments. This technology is borrowed from the technol-
ogy for reinforced earth walls. Geotextiles have been used to form 
such walls which can provide both the facing element and stability  
simultaneously.
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The Nobel Laureate
An Inspiration for the Rest

Come the first week of October, there is a buzz in the air. Everyone 
knows it is the time of the year when the Nobel Prize winners are an-
nounced. Patient anticipation soon gives way to happy cheers and applaus-
es as the winners are recognized and the hard work of a lifetime finally pays 
off. 

All thanks to the controversial yet well-known will of Alfred Bernhard 
Nobel, written on November 27, 1895. Alfred Nobel, who was known for 
his invention of the dynamite, handed down a fortune for the Nobel Prizes 
because he wanted to be famous for something nobler than a dynamite. 
And how did this idea come to his mind? 

Well, one fine day, an explosion occurred in Alfred Nobel's father's fac-
tory and his brother, Emil Oskar Nobel died in the accident. A French 
newspaper mistook Emil for Alfred and soon the newspapers ran the head-
lines of Alfred’s death, calling him the “merchant of death”. Alfred was 
shocked, not to say the least, and disappointed to read his own obituary 
before his eyes, describing him in terms that were not too kind. 

The newspapers soon corrected it, but Alfred kept the thought alive in his 
mind, eventually leading him to write his famous will at the age of 62. It aimed 
at acknowledging and awarding persons who had put in the most excellent 
work in their fields of literature, medicine, physics, chemistry, peace, and  
economics. 

This year too, the suspense was broken on the dates from 2nd 
to 9th of October 2017 and the world heard about the names that 
will forever be jotted down in history as icons of relentless toil and  
perseverance. 

The awards went to : Rainer Weiss, Barry C. Barish and Kip S. 
Thorne, for the Nobel Prize in Physics 2017, "for decisive contributions 
to the LIGO detector and the observation of gravitational waves"; Jacques  
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Dubochet, Joachim Frank and Richard Henderson, for the Nobel Prize 
in Chemistry 2017, "for developing cryo-electron microscopy for the 
high-resolution structure determination of biomolecules in solution"; 
Jeffrey C. Hall, Michael Rosbash and Michael W. Young, for the Nobel 
Prize in Physiology or Medicine 2017, "for their discoveries of molecu-
lar mechanisms controlling the circadian rhythm"; Kazuo Ishiguro, for 
the Nobel Prize in Literature 2017, "who, in novels of great emotional 
force, has uncovered the abyss beneath our illusory sense of connection 
with the world"; International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons 
(ICAN), for the Nobel Peace Prize 2017 "for its work to draw atten-
tion to the catastrophic humanitarian consequences of any use of nucle-
ar weapons and for its ground-breaking efforts to achieve a treaty-based 
prohibition of such weapons"; Richard H. Thaler, for the Sveriges Riks-
bank Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel 2017, "for 
his contributions to behavioral economics". Unlike last year, when the  
American songwriter Bob Dylan won the Nobel Prize for literature and 
stirred a lot of controversies, this year was quite peaceful. 

For those of us living in Kerala, it may be interesting to note that Dr. 
Shobi Veleri, a scientist from Kozhikode initially played a part on the work 
that led to the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 2017. This work 
involved studying the circadian rhythms or the biological clock in the brain 
of a fruit fly. The circadian clock determines for us whether it is morning 
or night. Research in this field may also help in the treating of diseases with 
the help of the circadian clock. Dr. Veleri has worked with Nobel laureate 
Jeffrey C. Hall and has also interacted with Michael Rosbash while work-
ing on this significant enterprise. 

The Nobel Prize will always remain in our hearts as a synonym for grit 
and hard work that has sure rewards. It will live on as an inspiration to our 
students, an aim for our researchers and a symbol of excellence. Indeed we 
can say that Alfred Bernhard Nobel has achieved what he wished for when 
he wrote his will in 1895. 
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Saffron is a spice derived from 
the flower of Crocus sativus plant 
commonly known as the saffron 
crocus. The vivid crimson stigmas 
and styles of the flower, called 
threads, are collected and dried to 
be used mainly as a seasoning and 
colouring agent in food. Saffron, 
among the world's most costly spic-
es by weight for long, was probably first cultivated in or near Greece. Saf-
fron is probably a domesticated version of Crocus  cartwrightianus, also 
known as wild saffron, planted by human cultivators selectively breeding 
it for unusually long stigmas in late Bronze Age Crete. Crocus thomasii and 
Crocus pallasii are other possible sources. It slowly propagated throughout 
much of Eurasia and was later brought to parts of North Africa, North  
America, and Oceania.

Conflicting theories explain saffron's arrival in South Asia. Historians 
studying ancient Persian records date the arrival to sometime prior to 500 
BC, attributing it to a Persian transplantation of saffron corms to stock new 
gardens and parks. Some historians believe that saffron came to China with 
Mongol invaders from Persia. 

Around the 3rd century AD, the Chinese were referring to saffron as 
having a Kashmiri provenance. According to Chinese herbalist Wan Zhen, 
"the habitat of saffron is in Kashmir, where people grow it principally to 
offer it to the Buddha." Wan also reflected on how it was used in his time: 
"The flower withers after a few days, and then the saffron is obtained. It 
is valued for its uniform yellow colour. It can be used to aromatise wine." 

Saffron
A Costly Spice

Spice Line
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The word saffron is derived from the 12th-century Old French word 
safran, the Latin word safranum and the Arabic, az-za'faran, having  
unknown origin. 

The saffron plant sprouts 5–11 white and non-photosynthetic leaves 
known as cataphylls. These membrane-like structures cover and protect the 
crocus's 5 to 11 true leaves as they bud and develop. The latter are thin, 
straight, and blade-like green foliage leaves, which are 1–3 mm in diameter, 
which either expand after the flowers have opened ("hysteranthous") or 
do so simultaneously with their blooming ("synanthous"). Corcus sativus 
cataphylls are suspected by some to manifest prior to blooming when the 
plant is irrigated relatively early in the growing season. Its floral axes, or 
flower-bearing structures, bear bracteoles, or specialised leaves, that sprout 
from the flower stems; the latter are known as pedicels. After aestivating in 
spring, the plant sends up its true leaves, each up to 40 cm in length. Only 
in October, after most other flowering plants have released their seeds, do 
its brilliantly hued flowers develop; they range from a light pastel shade 
of lilac to a darker and more striated mauve. The flowers possess a sweet, 
honey-like fragrance. Upon flowering, the plants are 20–30 cm in height 
and bear up to four flowers. A three-pronged style 25–30 mm long, emerg-
es from each flower. Each prong terminates with a vivid crimson stigma, 
which are the distal end of a carpel. 

Crocus  sativus prefers friable, loose, low-density, well-watered, and well-
drained clay-calcareous soils with high organic content. Planting is mostly 
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done in June. Corms are lodged 7–15 cm deep; its roots, stems, and leaves 
develop between October and February. Planting depth and corm spacing, 
in concert with climate, are critical factors in determining yields. Moth-
er corms planted deeper yield higher-quality saffron, though form fewer 
flower buds and daughter corms. Italian growers optimise thread yield by 
planting 15 cm deep and in rows 2–3 cm apart; depths of 8–10 cm opti-
mise flower and corm production. Greek, Moroccan, and Spanish growers 
employ distinct depths and spacings that suit their locales. The plants fare 
poorly in shady conditions; they grow best in full sunlight. 

After proper manuring and watering of the corms planted, passing a 
period of dormancy through the summer, the corms send up their narrow 
leaves and begin to bud in early autumn. Only in mid-autumn do they 
flower. Harvests are by necessity a speedy affair: after blossoming at dawn, 
flowers quickly wilt as the day passes. All plants bloom within a window of 
one or two weeks. Stigmas are dried quickly upon extraction and (prefera-
bly) sealed in airtight containers. 

Crocus sativus thrives in the Mediterranean maquis, an ecotype superfi-
cially resembling the North American chaparral, and similar climates where 
hot and dry summer breezes sweep semi-arid lands. It can nonetheless sur-
vive cold winters, tolerating frosts as low as −10°C and short periods of snow 
cover. Irrigation is required if grown outside of moist environments such as 
Kashmir, where annual rainfall averages 1,000–1,500 mm. Saffron-grow-
ing regions in Greece with rainfall of 500 mm and Spain with 400 mm 
are far drier than the main cultivating Iranian regions. What makes this 
possible is the timing of the local wet seasons; generous spring rains and 
drier summers are optimal. Rain immediately preceding flowering boosts 
saffron yields; rainy or cold weather during flowering promotes disease and 
reduces yields. Persistently damp and hot conditions harm the crops, and 
rabbits, rats, and birds cause damage by digging up corms. Nematodes, leaf 
rusts, and corm rot pose other threats. Yet Bacillus subtilis inoculation may 
provide some benefit to growers by speeding corm growth and increasing 
stigma biomass yield.
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Recorded history of saffron is attested in a 7th-century BC Assyrian 
botanical treatise compiled under Ashurbanipal, and it has been traded 
and used for over four millennia. Almost all varieties of saffron grows in 
a belt from Spain in the west to India in the east. The other continents, 
except Antarctica, produce smaller amounts. In 2014, 250,000 kg were 
produced worldwide. Iran is credited for around 90–93% of global pro-
duction, and much of their produce is exported. A few of Iran's drier east-
ern and southeastern provinces, including Fars, Kerman, and those in the 
Khorasan region, glean the bulk of modern global production. In 2005, 
the second-ranked Greece produced 5,700 kg, while Morocco (the Berber 
region of Taliouine), and India (Kashmir), tied for third position, each pro-
ducing 2,300 kg.

In recent years, Afghan cultivation has risen. Azerbaijan, Moroc-
co, and Italy are, in decreasing order, lesser producers. Prohibitively 
high labour costs and abundant Iranian imports mean that only se-
lect locales continue the tedious harvest in Austria, Germany, and  
Switzerland—among them the Swiss village of Mund, whose  annual out-
put is a few kilograms.  Microscale production of saffron can be found in 
Australia (mainly the state of Tasmania), China, Egypt, parts of England 
France, Israel, Mexico, New Zealand, Sweden (Gotland), Turkey (mainly 
around the town of Safranbolu), the United States (California and Penn-
sylvania), and Central Africa. 

European saffron cultivation plummeted after the Roman Empire went 
into eclipse. As with France, the spread of Islamic civilisation may have 
helped reintroduce the crop to Spain and Italy. 

Saffron was an article of long-distance trade before the  Minoan palace 
culture's 2nd millennium BC peak.

There are several grades of saffron. Countries producing less saf-
fron do not have different grades and may produce only one grade. 
Artisan producers in Europe and New Zealand have offset their 
higher labour charges for saffron harvesting by targeting quality,  
offering only extremely high grade saffron.

[CGS]
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Uses of Saffron

Saffron was detailed in a 7th century BC Assyrian botanical reference 
compiled under Ashurbanipal. Documentation of saffron's use over the 
span of 3,500 years has been uncovered. Saffron-based pigments have 
indeed been found in 50,000-year-old depictions of prehistoric places 
in northwest Iran.

Ancient Persians cultivated Persian saffron (Crocus sativus 'Hausk-
nechtii') in Derbena, Isfahan, and Khorasan by the 10th century BC. 
At such sites, saffron threads were woven into textiles, ritually offered 
to divinities, and used in dyes, perfumes, medicines, and body washes. 

Ancient perfumers in Egypt, physicians in Gaza, townspeople in 
Rhodes, and the Greek hetaerae courtesans used saffron in their scented 
waters, perfumes and potpourris, mascaras and ointments, divine offer-
ings, and medical treatments. 
Nutritional Value

Dried saffron is composed of 12% water, 65% carbohydrates, 6% 
fat and 11% protein. In comparison to other spices or dried foods, the 
nutrient content of dried saffron shows richness of nutritional value 
across B vitamins and dietary minerals. In a typical serving of one ta-
blespoon (2 grams), manganese is present as 28% of the Daily Value 
while other nutrients are negligible. Dietary fibre, monounsaturated, 
poliunsaturated and saturated fats, proteins, vitamins A, B1, B2, B3, 
B6, B9, B12, C, D: minerals, kaempferol and ash. 

Saffron's taste and iodoform or hay-like fragrance result from the chem-
icals picrocrocin and safranal. The bitter glucoside picrocrocin is a union 
of an aldehyde sub-molecule known as safranal and a carbohydrate. It has 
insecticidal and pesticidal properties, and may comprise up to 4% of dry 
saffron. Picrocrocin is a truncated version of the carotenoid zeaxanthin 
that is produced via oxidative cleavage, and is the glycoside of the terpene  
aldehyde safranal. It also contains a carotenoid pigment, crocin, which im-
parts a rich golden-yellow hue to dishes and textiles. 
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When saffron is dried after its harvest, the heat, combined with  
enzymatic action, splits picrocrocin to yield D–glucose and a free sa-
franal molecule. Safranal, a volatile oil, gives saffron much of its distinc-
tive aroma. Safranal is less bitter than picrocrocin and may comprise 
up to 70% of dry saffron's volatile fraction in some samples. A sec-
ond molecule underlying saffron's aroma is 2-hydroxy-4, 4,6-trimeth-
yl-2,5-cyclohexadien-1-one, which produces a scent described as saf-
fron, dried hay-like. Chemists find this is the most powerful contribu-
tor to saffron's fragrance, despite its presence in a lesser quantity than 
safranal. Dry saffron is highly sensitive to fluctuating pH levels, and 
rapidly breaks down chemically in the presence of light and oxidis-
ing agents. It must, therefore, be stored away in air-tight containers to  
minimise contact with atmospheric oxygen. Saffron is somewhat more 
resistant to heat.

Saffron contains more than 150 volatile and aroma-yielding com-
pounds. It also has many nonvolatile active components, many of 
which are carotenoids, including zeaxanthin, lycopene, and various 
α- and β-carotenes. However, saffron's golden yellow-orange colour is 
primarily the result of α-crocin. This crocin underlying saffron's aroma 
is a digentiobiose ester of the carotenoid crocetin. Crocins themselves 
are a series of hydrophilic carotenoids that are either monoglycosyl or 
diglycosyl polyene esters of crocetin. Crocetin is a conjugated polyene 
dicarboxylic acid that is hydrophobic, and thus oil-soluble. When cro-
cetin is esterified with two water-soluble gentiobioses, which are sugars, 
a product results that is itself water-soluble. The resultant α-crocin is a 
carotenoid pigment that may comprise more than 10% of dry saffron's 
mass. The two esterified gentiobioses make α-crocin ideal for colouring 
water-based and non-fatty foods such as rice dishes. 

Saffron's aroma is often described by connoisseurs as reminiscent 
of metallic honey with grassy or hay-like notes, while its taste has also 
been noted as hay-like and sweet. Saffron also contributes a luminous 
yellow-orange colouring to foods. Saffron is widely used in Persian, In-
dian, European, and Arab cuisines. Confectioneries and liquors also 
often include saffron. It is used in cooking in many cuisines, ranging 
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from the Milanese risotto of Italy, the paella of Spain, the bouillabaisse 
of France, to the biryani with various meat accompaniments in South 
Asia. One of the most esteemed use for saffron is in the preparation of 
the Golden Ham, a precious dry-cured ham made with saffron from 
San Gimignano. 

Saffron has a long history of use in traditional medicine. The Sume-
rians used wild-growing saffron in their remedies and magical potions.

For its medicinal effect, saffron threads would be scattered across 
beds and mixed into hot teas as a curative for bouts of melancholy. 
Non-Persians also feared the Persians' usage of saffron as a drugging 
agent and aphrodisiac. During his Asian campaigns, Alexander the 
Great used Persian saffron in his infusions, rice, and baths as a curative 
for battle wounds. Alexander's troops imitated the practice from the 
Persians and brought saffron-bathing to Greece. 

The 14th-century Black Death caused demand for saffron-based me-
dicaments to peak, and Europe imported large quantities of threads via 
Venetian and Genoan ships from southern and Mediterranean lands 
such as Rhodes. The theft of one such shipment by noblemen sparked 
the fourteen-week-long Saffron War. 

One limited meta-analysis concluded that saffron supplementation 
improved symptoms in patients with major depressive disorders and a 
review indicated that it helped with mild to moderate depression. 
Other Uses

Saffron was used as a fabric dye in such Levantine cities as Sidon 
and Tyre in Lebanon. Saffron has been used as a fabric dye, particularly 
in China and India, and in perfumery. It is used for religious purposes 
in India. 

Phoenicians marketed Kashmiri saffron as a dye and a treatment for 
melancholy. Its use in foods and dyes subsequently spread throughout 
South Asia. Buddhist monks wear saffron-coloured robes; however, the 
robes are not dyed with costly saffron but turmeric, a less expensive 
dye. Monks' robes are dyed the same colour to show equality with each 
other, and turmeric or ochre were the cheapest, most readily available 
dyes. Gamboge is now used to dye the robes. 
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New Year Resolution

Another New Year is slowly ushering in. Every New Year grace-
fully walks into our life with a bouquet of exotically fragrant and 
colourful flowers, which are nothing but our aspirations, our hopes, 
our unfulfilled desires, our ambitions. 

The dawn of a new year is the most ideal time for indulging in a 
retrospection and re-evaluating some of our life choices and practic-
es. Making New Year resolutions at the beginning of a year which is 
a common practice in the western countries has now become very 
common in our country also among many individuals who take 
life seriously, irrespective of age or gender. Many corporates also 
have the practice of making such resolutions at the beginning of a 
year, mostly the financial year, which will be disseminated to their 
workforce.

Making New Year Resolutions is a good thing, provided the one 
who makes it does it seriously and with all earnestness and enthu-
siasm and strives to live up to what is resolved, maintaining the 
original tempo throughout. Of course, one is not losing anything 
by having a New Year Resolution, as it will at least give some focus 
or attention to some of the chosen areas or goals.

There are no hard and fast rules regarding making a New Year 
resolution. There is no universal content or format or structure as 
such for the resolution. Instead of weaving dreams in the air, one 
should make a resolution that would have significance in and add 
a meaning to one’s life. New Year Resolution can be on achieve-
ment of anything which is positive, on any specific or broad goals, 
life style changes, attitudinal changes, financial habits, social habits,  

Management Line
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charity, skill acquisition and so on and so forth. The resolution can 
be as much on self-development as on development of one’s com-
munity or society. The resolution is drawn in any manner according 
to one’s imagination and creativity. But having too many goals or 
areas in a New Year Resolution will never work for obvious reasons.

The reality about New Year Resolutions is that the majority of 
people fail to stick to their resolution, since they lose focus, en-
thusiasm or attention and get distractions or get different or high-
er priorities. But a sincere attempt to make a workable New Year  
resolution and live upto it in letter and spirit will definitely be great-
ly rewarding to an individual.

We will now have a look at various New Year Resolutions that 
can be made for the year 2017.
My New Year Resolution 2017

I resolve to have more and more of many things and less and less 
of many other things during 2017.

More and more of these 
things

Less and less of these 
things

Reading good books Spending time on social media

Acquisition of new skills Procrastination

Book writing Net surfing

Saving for future Going to bed late

Eating fruits and vegetables Junk foods

Meeting new people Non-vegetarian food

Relaxing Financial debts

Charity Coffee and tea
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Resolution No.1
My First Goal for the New Year is …………………………….…
In order to reach this goal, I will ……………………………....... 
 ……………………………………………………………….....
……………………………………………………………….....
Resolution No.2
My Second Goal for the New Year is …………………………….…
In order to reach this goal, I will ……………………………....... 
 ……………………………………………………………….....
……………………………………………………………….....
Resolution No.3
My Third Goal for the New Year is …………………………….…
In order to reach this goal, I will ……………………………....... 
 ……………………………………………………………….....
……………………………………………………………….....

My New Year Resolution 2017

My New Year Resolutions 2017
(The deficient areas to be borne in mind)

This year I must without fail:-
 Get in shape.
 Improve your concentration and mental skills.
 Meet new people.
 Become more confident and take some chances.
 Earn more money.
 Become more polite.
 Reduce stress.
 Learn to be happier with my life.
 Read more books.
 Learn how to dress with style.
 Spend more time with the people that matter.
 Get out of debt.
 Start saving money.
 Learn a new language.
 Volunteer and give more to charity. 
 Become more organized in life. 
 Travel more and see the world.
 Learn to cook. 
 Learn how to be more self-reliant.
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 Start being more responsible.
 Learn more about art, music, culture etc.
 Spend less time on social media.
 Become more social.
 Start being more creative.
 Start writing a book/journal.
 Develop good healthy eating habits.
 Stop smoking.
 Start saving for future.
 Learn music.
 Give more to charity.
 Increase the time spent for exercise.

Long Term New Year Resolution
The above are suggested Resolutions only for the year. Those who 

want to make a transformation in life and make a big life changing New 
Year Resolution which will have relevance also in the years ahead, a 
Personal Growth Plan (PGP) as suggested below would be worthwhile.  
Dawn of a new year is the ideal time for making a PGP as well. The 
PGP needs to be at the beginning of every subsequent year.
My New Year Resolution 2017– My Personal Growth Plan

I hereby make an unbreakable resolve to myself that I will take 
this Personal Growth Plan (PGP) in all earnestness and will live up 
to it, as I am convinced that no individual will be able to realize 
his ambition, his goals to his satisfaction without having a well laid 
down PGP and I am no exception to it. I firmly resolve that I will 
remain wedded to my goals in life with a strong focus, untiring 
efforts and steadfastness and achieve them. I also resolve to make 
periodic reviews of my PGP and take the required course correction 
so as to face any challenge which I confront in my journey towards 
achievement of my goals.

Sl.No. My Specific Goals
When would I 
achieve them

(By which year)
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I believe that the following deficiencies are to be got 
corrected for achievement of my goals and I must ensure their 
getting corrected.
1  ................................................................................................
2  ................................................................................................
3  ................................................................................................
4  ................................................................................................
5  ................................................................................................

I also resolve that I will adopt the following strategies 
and steps to overcome my deficiencies and acquiring the traits 
indispensable for success and for achieving my goals.    
1  ................................................................................................
2  ................................................................................................
3  ................................................................................................
4  ................................................................................................
5  ................................................................................................
6  ................................................................................................
7  ................................................................................................
8  ................................................................................................
9  ................................................................................................
10  ................................................................................................

I once again firmly resolve to myself that I will overcome my 
deficiencies and acquire the traits indispensable for achievement of 
my goals and do full justice to this PGP to make a mark in life. I 
know that I have only one life to fulfil my ambitions.

The matter is really interesting. Go ahead and make a practical, 
sensible New Year Resolution for 2017 and live upto it. You will 
definitely see yourself reaping rich benefits. And you would repeat/
review it every year. Try it out.                              

[N.Vijayagopalan]

(The author Sri.N.Vijayagopalan is an ex-senior Banker and author of the successful 
motivational-cum-self development book ‘The Architect and the Magician.’)
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Is stress taking a bigger role in your life than you would like it 
to? Most of the time the answer is yes! It is a word I most frequently 
hear from my patients. Modern world with all the amenities of life 
has brought with it a lot of stressors like - hectic morning traffic, 
irritating bosses, argumentative employees, deadlines, ungodly 
work hours, uncompromising life partner and countless others. 

Some very common health problems, which you see in people 
with chronic stress are headache, neck pain, spondylitis, chronic 
heartburn leading to ulcers, diabetes, heart disease, premature 
aging, obesity, depression, anxiety and asthma: to name just a few.

Samadosha samagnischa 
samdhatu malakriya

Prasanna Aatma Indriya 
mana swastha iti Abhidhiyate

- Sushruta Samhita
Ayurveda in its definition of health says “Prasanna Aatma In-

driya mana” which clearly emphasizes the importance of having 
a pleasant state of mind to be called healthy. Ayurveda considers 
body as the vessel that holds our mind and soul. Manas (mind) 
is considered as both the ‘Jnanendriya’- sense organ to attain 
knowledge and ‘Karmendriya’ to perform action. i.e. to perform 
to our highest potential in thought and action one needs to have a  
‘pleasant’ state of mind. 

How to bring back “A pleasant state of mind”?

Ayurvedic text Ashtanga Hridya lays emphasis on following a  
‘Dinacharya’ (daily routine) because the physiological functioning 

Managing Stress 
The Ayurvedic Approach

Health Line
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of the body is very well adapted to and supported by a sense of 
regularity. 

Ways to harmonize your mind and body

1.	 Harmonize your pace: How-ever busy you are right now and impos-
sible you might think it might be, the first thing you need to do is ‘slow 
down’. Life is something you need to enjoy and savor. It may not be easy 
but you have to take back control of your own life. 

2.	Nature Contemplation: In today’s fast moving life, we tend to 
lose touch with the nature around us. Set aside time everyday 
just to enjoy the beauty of nature- you can start with as little as 
10 minutes and gradually increase the time.

3.	 ‘Gadget free’ zone or time: Have a time when you will abstain 
from using any gadgets. It could be as short as half an hour or 
you could have a gadget free zone in your home. 

4.	 Ayurveda therapies: Abhyanga (Oil Massage) is a way to calm 
the nervous system, lubricate and rejuvenate the tissues, and  
promote circulation throughout the body. Abhyanga at least 
once a week will do wonders to revive your energy, detoxify your 
body and relieve stress. Thaila Dhara is another Ayurvedic ther-
apy, which will help relieve stress.

5.	 Satsang and inspiring books: Make a habit of regularly meeting 
or spending time with positive minded people. Make it a habit 
to read something inspiring every day before going to bed.

6.	 ‘Satvik’ or ‘good’ feel food: Satvik foods are pure, natural ener-
gy-containing food. A Satvik diet includes seasonal foods, fruits, 
nuts, legumes, whole grain, less spicy and non- meat based pro-
teins. Practice ‘Mitahara’ (moderation in eating).

7.	Practice Yoga and Pranayama: Practice of Yoga and Pran-
ayama stimulates the release of ‘feel good’ hormone like sero-
tonin. Mindful breathing and asanas will help bring balance and  
flexibility to the mind and body.
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8.	Cultivate a hobby: To have a pleasant mind, listen to good  
music, take up painting, photography, dancing or just any form 
of art as a hobby to refresh the mind. Remember, to sing a happy 
tune – you have to have a happy mind! 

9.	Take Rejuvenating Ayurvedic Medications: ‘Rasayana’ are 
rejuvenating and nourishing preparations with loads of anti-
oxidants. Examples of Rasayana preparations that can be taken 
regularly are Brahmarasayana, Aswagandha Rasayana, and Nara-
simha Rasayana. Herbs like Aswagandha, Jatamanasi and Shank-
upushpa are also helpful, which can be taken in doses advised by 
an Ayurvedic physician.

Stress is a constant in our inconstant life. As a matter of fact 
small quantity of stress helps motivate us and to be more produc-
tive. However how we manage that stress is what really matters. 
Learn to strike that balance and never let stress take over your life. 
Always remember, “Bury your worry, or the worry will bury you”!

[Dr. Sanjaiyan R, M D (Ayurveda)
drsanjaiyan@gmail.com

www.siddhayur.com]

Improve your concentration.
Use reasoning and fill each row, 
column and 3 x 3 grid in bold 
borders with each of the digits 

from 1 to 9.
Solution on page 43

EKL Sudoku 121 
[Medium]

6 5
7 2 6 8 4

8 3 9
8 5 1 3

4 3 6 1
7 5 2

9 2 6 8 5
3 4
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The question whether the appropriation of English by non-native 
speakers in Continental Europe has not yet been resolved, and is giv-
ing rise to a potential European variety of English. The enlargement of 
the European Union (EU) diminished the influence of other working 
languages (German and French). The development of the Erasmus Pro-
gramme created a new class of mobile Europeans who needed a lingua 
franca to communicate across Europe. The term Euro English was first 
used by Carstensen in 1986 to denote the adoption of anglicisms in 
Europe. 

Euro English is a set of varieties of English used in Continental Eu-
rope and especially in the institutions of the European Union or among 
young mobile Europeans (such as those in the Erasmus programme). 
As part of the negotiations, the British government conceded that  
English spelling had some room for improvement and has accepted a 
five-year phased plan for what will be known as Euro English (Euro for 
short). 

According to Forche, many of the features suggested to be character-
istic of Euro-English could be identified as learners’ mistakes, although 
there are some nativization tendencies. Future institutionalization 
could happen under the influence of young mobile Europeans. 

As the EU looks for new ways to standardize practices, language and 
politics continue to present significant challenges. These must be han-
dled delicately as they are strongly tied to culture and national identity. 
One of the ways it looks to do this is through the use of standard, offi-
cial languages of communication – of which English is one. Although 
there are 24 official languages of the EU, English is a preferred one. 

Euro English
For European Union

Language Line
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This can have many implications for members of the European Union, 
including a greater need for English translation service.

English is one of the official languages of the European Union, 
in the sense that it is used for many official documentation and  
meetings. However, Euro English is much different from Standard 
British or American English.

Speculation on how the English language would evolve as a stan-
dard, in a Union with hundreds of different languages spoken among 
its people, has lead to some interesting ideas. One of which is the idea 
of “Euro English” as a completely different kind of English. As won-
derfully put by David Brown in his blog, we might expect to see some-
thing like the following 5 phase evolution of the English language:

In Euro English, s will replace the soft c as in sertainly  and sivil 
servants. The hard c will be dropped in favor of the k  as in klear, konfu-
sion and kan. ph will be replaced with the f. This will make words like 
fotograf 20% shorter. Governments will enkorage the removal of double 
letters, which have always ben a deterent to akurate speling. Also, al wil 
agre that the horible mes of the silent e’s in the language is disgracful, and 
they should go away.

Because of such drastic changes, the English speakers of the Euro-
pean Union might simply find themselves suddenly in need of genuine 
English Translation of Euro English text.

On a more serious note, although the whole English lan-
guage used in the EU might not end up looking like that, there 
are real differences in the way that the English language is spo-
ken by native speakers and what is known as EU English. This is 
due to the use of words in EU English in a slightly different man-
ner than they would be in say standard British English. One exam-
ple is the word comitology – a made up word meaning a committee  
procedure.

There are also differences in how English is used by native and 
non-native speakers. Although English is the designated working  
language among members of the European Parliament there are of 
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course numerous non-native speakers. This is not to say that they do 
not speak correct English. In fact, often individuals who are taught 
a second language use better grammar and have a richer vocabulary 
than many native speakers. The majority of Europeans in the past were 
taught British English. More recently, however, American English is 
also taught in European schools. Interestingly, this influences the differ-
ences in English among non-native speakers throughout EU member 
countries.

The decision of the United Kingdom (UK) to leave the Europe-
an Union (EU), generally referred to as Brexit,  is leading to a new 
movement in the field of lingua franca. Brexit could lead to the de-
velopment of a new form of the English language, named Euro En-
glish, according to a new academic paper. Dr Marko Modiano, 
of Gavle University in Sweden, said there were already signs that 
Euro English  was developing its own distinct way of speaking. 
And this could eventually be codified in a dictionary and taught 
in schools in much the same way that American or Australian  
English is today if English is retained as the lingua franca of the Europe-
an Union after the UK leaves. Europeans who speak English are already 
showing signs of developing their own words, phrases and grammar.

The Europeans might also decide to adopt American spellings, Dr 
Modiano said, which would add about 443 million to the total pop-
ulation using that system. Euro-English has already developed its own 
new definitions for some words based on the Eurospeak deployed in 
Brussels. Outside of Brussels, people are also developing their own En-
glish-language sayings. Grammar is also changing. “Continental Euro-
peans speaking English as a second language readily use this changed 
construction, and seem comfortable with its use and meaning,” Dr 
Modiano said. He argued that English was likely to remain as the EU 
lingua franca despite suggestions it should be ditched with no member 
state having it as their official language. Ireland chose Irish and Malta 
chose Maltese despite widespread use of English in both countries.

The EU would have only about five million native speakers of  
English after Brexit, representing about 1 per cent of population. While 
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politicians on the left and right in France has seen Brexit as a chance 
to reinforce the global status of French, other countries would be re-
luctant to switch to French as their main second language, given the 
widespread use of English on the world stage and their investment in 
teaching it.

But without native English speakers from the UK to police its lin-
guist rules, Euro-English could develop a life of its own. “When taking 
on the role of language guardian, and to some respect being given that 
role by continental European language specialists, the British met little 
resistance because of their considerable numbers, their heritage as the 
founders of the language, as well as the very fact that they are first lan-
guage users of English,” Dr Modiano wrote.

“With the British gone, no one will be there to carry on the work 
of defending the structural integrity of British English in the face of 
competition from not only American English, but also from second 
language users who increasingly utilize features indicative of discoursal 
nativisation which are in the processes of becoming systematic across  
continental Europe.”

“It is conceivable that the American-English spelling system may be 
deemed more utilitarian. That some 70 per cent of ‘native speakers’ use this 
spelling convention, which dominates the Internet, further strengthens the  
argument to implement it for Europe as well,” Dr Modiano said.

Euro-English could help provide its users with a sense of identity 
among other benefits which were both logical and welcome.

“In the act of recognizing the validity of Euro-English,” Dr Modia-
no wrote, “one liberates continental European second language users of 
English from the tyranny of standard language ideology.”

The European Union Commissioners have announced that  
agreement has been reached to adopt English as the preferred language 
for European communications, rather than German, which was the other  
possibility. 

[CGS]
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A Worthy Old Man

There was an old man. He wasn’t your typical aged man, who ends 
up sitting around after working his life away, he was different. He was 
active and always was committed to keeping ties of kinship, by visiting 
family members. Many of us, when our relatives move away to differ-
ent places, countries or even down the street, we hesitate to visit them, 
making excuses but this old man loved to travel and meet relatives. One 
of the ways he would greet them was to paint portraits and give them as 
gifts. He may have been old, but he was strong, determined and always 
had time for prayer to God in his old age and reading Holy books daily. 
He wasn’t lazy and he didn’t rely on his wife or others at home to do 
everything for him. Men, whether young or old, rely on either their 
mother or wives to do things for them but he would not. He would 
make fresh meals all the time, without the help of others. He was neat, 
well mannered and loved to stay in shape. He would walk daily in his 
spare time just to stay healthy. If you ever met him, you would feel as if 
he was a middle aged man by the way he conducted himself and carried 
himself through out day.

Eventually, time passes and catches up to you and things begin to 
get taken away. In his 70’s the old man began to lose his hearing but 
that still didn’t make him stop from doing what he did all those years. 
People think, the elderly like to depend on others but he was still in-
dependent after things started being taken away by the old age. In his 
80’s he was diagnosed with alzheimers and began forgetting things. He 
wouldn’t know when to do a thing, and he had to be reminded by 
his children and his wife of everything. Even then, he stayed strong  
holding onto the rope of belief and God. He wouldn’t use a chair to 
sit and pray God as many elderly do but he would insist on praying 

Story Line
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standing as if he was still young. As time went by, his alzheimers got 
worse and he used to forget everyone around him, except the prayer 
and verses from the holy books he learned. 

Many people in their old age waste their years getting fat, sitting in 
front of the TV or having someone do everything for them but by the 
by the grace of God the old man was able to do everything for himself, 
without much help from his children and his wife. He would would 
spend a lot of time learning and educating himself about this world 
and about God. He didn’t waste opportunities that were given to him, 
nor did he use his age as an excuse not to do things. Instead, he would 
pretend as if, he was still young and still did things like any ordinary 
person. He exercised, he cleaned, he cooked, read Holy books daily and 
would pray God.

We all have a limited time on this earth and this old man would 
teach you, no matter your age, you use the opportunities given to you 
in the present moment and you don’t use your age or health as an ex-
cuse to give up in life. You work in this world and you build for your 
future by being a slave of God, keeping ties of kinship, looking after 
yourself as your body has a right over you. Having hobbies and never 
limiting yourself because of your age or because things start being taken 
away by God. You work with what you have and you make the most of 
it because many others don’t have what you have today.

How will you leave your mark on this world? The old man would 
have left a permanent impression on others, of his life for the better. 
Showing, no matter his age, his alzheimer’s, he would strive for the sake 
of God because he knew, it was all that ever mattered in the end. He 
would spend his time wisely and once again, his age was never used an 
excuse to stop doing things. You can be that type of individual too. It 
is not your disabilities that matter nor your skin colour or race but it is 
the person you want to become and how you want to leave your mark 
in this world.
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EKL Sudoku 121
Solution

1 6 9 5 4 8 3 7 2
7 3 2 6 1 9 5 8 4
5 8 4 3 2 7 9 1 6
2 7 6 8 5 4 1 9 3
8 1 5 9 3 2 4 6 7
4 9 3 7 6 1 2 5 8
3 4 7 1 8 5 6 2 9
9 2 1 4 7 6 8 3 5
6 5 8 2 9 3 7 4 1

Commemorative Days
Most of the days in a calendar year are observed as commemorative days, may 
be throughout the world, or in some specific countries. Below is a list of such 
days in November.

As declared by the United Nations:

2 November - International Day to End Impunity for Crimes against Journalists  
5 November - World Tsunami Awareness Day 
6 November - International Day for Preventing the Exploitation of the 
Environment in War and Armed Conflict  
10 November - World Science Day for Peace and Development 
14 November - World Diabetes Day  
16 November - International Day for Tolerance  
16 November (third Thursday in November) - World Philosophy Day 
19 November - World Toilet Day  
20 November - Africa Industrialization Day  
19 November (third Sunday in November) - World Day of Remembrance for 
Road Traffic Victims  
20 November - Universal Children’s Day 
21 November - World Television Day  
25 November - International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women  
29 November - International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People  

Commemorative Days observed in India

14 November - Children's Day 
20 November = Africa Industrialization Day. 
26 November - National Milk day 
29 November - International Day of Solidarity with Palestinian People. 
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Advertisement Details
          In this modern era, knowledge is viewed as wealth, more than anything else. To 
become part of this knowledge dominating world, appropriate tools for its acquisition 
have become a necessity. Executive Knowledge Lines (EKL), English monthly, 
addresses this need, in a humble way. EKL is a publishing initiative by professionals 
with decades of hands-on experience in various areas to showcase emerging trends in 
technology, best practices in management, tools and gadgets for today's technology 
enabled living, life-style related health problems etc. In short, EKL is conceived as a 
handy, knowledge delivery tool for all segments of society. 

In its 13th year of publication, EKL with its publishing model based on the 
ABC motto: ‘Authenticity, Brevity, and Clarity in Knowledge Dissemination’ 
is welcomed by elite readers, hard-pressed for time to read lengthy articles. In 
fact, the editorial team members spend their time scanning world class journals, 
research publications, seminar/workshop documents, books of repute and of 
course, the Web to identify global trends in the areas of choice. In other words, 
EKL does the difficult part of the knowledge scouting job and helps the readers 
to stay in touch by reading EKL’s knowledge modules spending minimum time.

Every month EKL reaches senior professionals from all fields and enlightened 
public with decision making powers. This direct access to the target groups helps 
to convert the ‘Ads to Orders’ significantly.
Advertisement Tariff:

Book Size: 1/8 Demi (210x148 mm) Rates for one insertion 
Back cover:                   Rs. 35,000/-  Print area: 188x120 mm
Front inner cover: Rs. 35,000/-            -do-
Back inner cover:          Rs. 25,500/-               -do-
Inner page:                    Rs.15,000/- Print area: 188x110 mm                       
Terms & conditions: 
•	 Discounted rates for annual contracts 
•	 Reverse gate fold and pull-outs options are available
•	 Rates are subjected to change  
•	 50% of balance value will be charged for cancellation of contract before 

expiry of the period.
•	 We reserve the right to accept, reject, re-classify or edit any advertisement 

matter to match with the objectives, ethical practices and style of this 
publication 

•	 All other charges extra at actuals
•	 In any discrepancy or interpretation, these terms will prevail
•	 Payment as DD/Cheque in favour of ‘EKL’ payable at Trivandrum.

Address for communications:
Manager (Operations), EKL, Knowledge House, Mathrubhumi Road, 
Trivandrum 695 035, India Ph: 91-471 247 2928, email: eklines@gmail.com
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